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Abstract
We describe two algorithms for generating pronunciation net-
works from acoustic data. One is based on raw phonetic recog-
nition and the other uses the spelling of the words and the iden-
tification of their language of origin as guides. In both cases,
a pruning and voting procedure distills the noisy phonetic se-
quences into pronunciation networks. Recognition experiments
on two large, grammar-based, test sets show a reduction of sen-
tence error rates between 2% and 14%, and of word error rate
between 3% to 23% when the learned baseforms are added to
our baseline lexicons.

1. Introduction
The pronunciation lexicon is a critical component of speech
recognition systems, because of its direct impact on accuracy,
and it is one of the few to be designed manually by human ex-
perts. While grapheme-to-phoneme algorithms perform well in
many languages, the English pronunciation is notoriously dif-
ficult to capture in an automated system. This is specially true
for people’s names and names of foreign origin. Application
developers have to face the following questions when dealing
with large number of baseforms:

1. are all the baseforms correct and consistent ?

2. are the most common pronunciation variants covered for
every word ?

3. are the baseforms idealized canonical pronunciations or
do they correspond to how people spontaneously speak ?

This paper mainly addresses the second and third questions. We
propose an algorithm that derives baseforms from acoustic data
without human intervention. It relies on phonetic decodings of
several examples of a given word, followed by a multiple align-
ment and voting procedure to come up with a robust pronuncia-
tion lattice. Several examples of each word are required for the
procedure to succeed. If the number of examples is too small,
or if the phonetic sequences are not consistent enough, the algo-
rithm may fail to produce a reliable baseform. To alleviate this
problem, we introduce a variant of the algorithm that relies on
the spelling of the words to lightly constrain the phonetic decod-
ing. As a result, the number of needed examples is significantly
reduced, potentially at the expense of some of the “spontaneity”
of the results.

We report results for both algorithms, on two grammar-
based test sets, in two different settings. One is telephony-
based, the other is a low resource system targeted at embedded
devices. In both cases, we obtained the pronunciation examples
from a subset of our acoustic training data.

Our voting algorithm bears some resemblance to the
“ROVER” [1] and “Consensus” [2] approaches to minimizing
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error rate. Since unconstrained phonetic decoding is con-
bly more error-prone than word-level decoding using a
age model, we need to devote special attention to the prun-
d filtering procedure.
related problem is the addition of new words to a person-
vocabulary, using acoustic data only [3]. A key difference
applicability of the learned baseforms. While a personal
nary is intended to be used only by the person who created
expect the baseforms we generate to apply to any speaker.

2. Phonetic Decoding
rst step is the phonetic decoding of the examples. We use
fledged context-dependent system but we limit the context
phoneme to the left and one phoneme to the right to avoid

ombinatorial explosion of the search space.

Unconstrained

our acoustic data is not made up of isolated words but of
entences, we also do a forced alignment of the reference
s (using the baseforms we already have). We use the tim-
formation to chop the decoded phoneme sequences at the
boundaries. Since the word boundaries do not always cor-
nd to phoneme boundaries, we apply the following rule.
word boundary is within 2 frames of a phoneme bound-
e cut at the phoneme boundary. Otherwise, we allocate
oneme that straddles the boundary to both words and let
uning procedure (described in 3.2) eliminate the spurious
mes.

Lightly constrained by spelling

nstrained decoding tends to produce longer, noisier se-
es of phonemes than typical hand-crafted baseforms. If
mber of examples for a word is too small, it may not be

ble to generate a “consensus” baseform through the align-
and voting procedure described in the next section. We
ly constrain the phonetic decodings by pronunciation lat-
generated by a grapheme-to-phoneme algorithm.
hat algorithm can be concisely described as a stochastic
n of Yvon’s “overlapping chunks” [4]. Our objective is
w any phoneme sequence that is remotely plausible given
elling of the word. In order to produce very generous
lattices, we use a weakened version of the grapheme-to-

me algorithm, that only allows relatively short “chunks”
4 letters long). It is beyond the scope of this paper to

ibe this algorithm in detail. In any case, the choice of the
eme-to-phoneme algorithm matters much less than if we
d to find the canonical baseform from spelling only.
o further enrich the phonetic lattices, and hopefully im-

their coverage for words of foreign origin, we also



trained grapheme-to-phoneme models for several other lan-
guages. Those languages are: Spanish, Italian, French, German,
Mandarin, Hindi, Czech and Russian. For each word, a letter
4-gram model is used to identify the 3 most likely foreign lan-
guages. For each of these candidate languages, a pronunciation
network is built in the native phone set. The native phonemes
are then mapped to their English equivalent (or, in many cases,
approximation) by hand-written rules. The union of the English
phoneme lattice and the transformed foreign lattices fully de-
scribes the set of phonetic sequences that are allowed for that
word.

The phonetic decoding proceeds as follows: For each train-
ing utterance, we concatenate the pronunciation networks cor-
responding to the transcribed words, inserting optional silence
phonemes and word markers. We finally decode the utterance
and extract the N-best paths through the lattice. Thanks to the
word markers, each path is already segmented into words.

3. Baseform Generation
We collect all the phoneme sequences for every word across
all training utterances. We then carry out a pruning and voting
procedure to generate a pronunciation lattice from the multiple
examples.

3.1. Multiple Alignments

We represent a multiple alignment as an array � of N rows times
M columns (bins) (see figure 1). Every row � contains a pho-
netic sequence, and each cell ��� contains zero or one phoneme.
The fractional count �� at the left of each row is the number of
occurrences of the corresponding phoneme sequence collected
from the training samples.

The alignment is built by presenting the phoneme strings
one by one, starting with the longest. Each phoneme is allocated
to an existing bin or to a newly inserted bin in order to minimize
the average edit distance cost relative to all previously aligned
strings. The cost of the candidate alignment ��� � is defined as

�

���

��Æ���� � ���� (1)

A dynamic programming algorithm is used to find the best
alignment that is added as a new row to �. Since the presenta-
tion order has an impact on the final result, we refine the multi-
ple alignment through an iterative procedure where the top row
is removed and that phoneme string is presented again. Go-
ing through all strings two or three times typically yields sta-
ble alignments. Figure 1 illustrates the result for phonetic se-
quences collected for the word ’capitol’. The phonetic repre-
sentation is from [5], augmented with the unreleased stops BD,
DD, GD, PD, TD and KD.

3.2. Preliminary Pruning

The purpose of the pruning steps is to remove the spurious
phonemes inherent to phoneme recognition, and keep those that
meet some minimum count and frequency criteria within each
bin. The preliminary pruning deletes the bins in which the only
symbol that meets those requirements is the empty one. In the
example of figure 1, they are bins No. 2, 4, 10 and 11. If in
some bin, no symbol at all meets the requirements, the entire
procedure fails and no pronunciation network can be built for
that word. This happens when a bin is populated with many
different phonemes or when the number of rows (examples) is
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array
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
T HH AE B AH AX L DD DD
K AH V B R F AX L
K AE TH AH TD T AH OW
K AE P AX M AX L
K EH P AX B AX L
T AH B IH TD OW DD
T AH B IH DX AX L
T AH P DX AX L
K AE B AH AX L

AE P AX G OW L
K AH P AX HH UW
K AE P AX AX L
K AE B R OW

e 1: Alignment � of all phonetic sequences attributed to
ord ’capitol’.

. At this stage, the other bins are left intact. In our exper-
s, we used a minimum frequency of 0.02 and a minimum
of 3.

Merging

er to distill the raw phonetic decodings into a pronuncia-
etwork, we need to balance the generalization capability
network vs. its fidelity to the training examples. We rea-
that most co-articulation effects occur between adjacent
mes and should be preserved, but that we could ignore

range dependencies in order to allow generalization. The
se of the merging step is to identify adjacent bins that con-
airs of phonemes (or strings) that mostly occur together.

xample, in bins 8 and 9 of figure 1, AX is always followed
and T by AH, etc.
he merging criterion is based on mutual information. Bins
� � � are merged if

���� ���� � ������� � � ��

��	������ ��� � ���
� 	� (2)

���� is the entropy of the distribution of the symbols
in bin �; ���� 
� is the entropy of the distribution of the

s of symbols obtained by concatenation of the content of
and 
 at each row. The entropies are computed from his-

ms based on the row weights ��. The two bins for which
ing criterion (2) is the largest, are merged first. The proce-
is repeated until no more merging can occur. There is no
to the width of the merged bins. At the end, each cell can
zero, one, or a string of phonemes. Figure 2 shows the re-
f the pruning and merging operation on our example. For
periments reported in this paper, we chose 	 
 ���.

Final Pruning

final pruning removes from each bin the phonemes or
me strings that do not meet the minimum count and min-
frequency criteria. In our example (see figure 2, TH is

ved from the third bin, R, IH, DX are removed from the
, and the strings “T AH”, “OW DD”, “OW L”, “HH UW”,

, from the last bin. As in the preliminary pruning, the pro-
e can fail if in some bin no phoneme or string meets the
um requirements.

Voting and Lattice generation

nal step is the transformation of the remaining � by ��

�� into a pronunciation network (i.e. a weighted directed



� T AE B AH AX L
� K AH B R AX L
� K AE TH AH T AH
� K AE P AX AX L
� K EH P AX AX L
� T AH B IH OW DD
� T AH B IH AX L
 T AH P DX AX L
� K AE B AH AX L
� AE P AX OW L
� K AH P AX HH UW
� K AE P AX AX L
� K AE B R OW

Figure 2: Pruned and merged alignment for the word ’capitol’

graph) in the following way. � � � � nodes are created, num-
bered from � (the start node) to � � � � (the end node). �

directed edges are created between node � and � � �, where �

is the number of unique phonemes or phoneme strings found
in bin �. Each edge is labeled with one those phonemes (or
phoneme strings) and given a weight that is equal to the nega-
tive logarithm of its frequency in bin � (based on the row counts
��).

Figure 3 illustrates the pronunciation network obtained
in our example, that is to be compared with the noisy pho-
netic decodings of figure 1 . The top three baseforms emitted
by this network are “K AE P AX AX L”,“K AE B AX AX
L” and “K AH P AX AX L”. They are clearly different from
the canonical “K AE P IX T AX L” or “K AE P IX DX
AX L”, but seem to correspond better to what people say ca-
sually. Indeed, in the recognition experiments reported in sec-
tion 5, those three baseforms are among those responsible for
significantly reducing the error rate compared to our baseline
lexicon.

1 2
K/0.243

T/0.447
3

AE/0.301

AH/0.368
4

P/0.301

B/0.368
5

AH/0.669

AX/0.447
6/0

AX  L/0.192

Figure 3: Pronunciation network for the word ’capitol’.

4. Baseform Filtering and Empirical
Acoustic Confusability

Deciding whether to add a pronunciation to a lexicon can be
very difficult, since any new variant can potentially increase the
confusion and hurt accuracy.

A measure of acoustic confusability is needed as a finer-
grained comparison between baseforms than the plain edit dis-
tance. We learn such a measure as follows: First, a pho-
netic decoding of the training data is performed. A phoneme-
level alignment of the transcribed words is performed as well.
For every utterance, the two phoneme sequences (reference
and decoded) are aligned by minimizing the edit distance.
� �����, the substitution probabilities (frequencies) for every
pair of phonemes �����, � �����, the insertion probability of
phoneme �, and � �����, its deletion probability are estimated
from these alignments. The alignments are then redone using
the logarithms of the above probabilities as the cost for each
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itution, insertion and deletion, respectively. The align-
estimation procedure is repeated until convergence. We
that about five iterations give satisfactory results. We
the substitution cost between phonemes � and � as

�� 
 � �

�
���� � ����� � ���� ������. Similarly, we de-

e deletion and insertion costs of phoneme � as ���� �� 

� 
 � �

�
���� � ����� � ���� ������.

e apply the following simple rule to accept or reject a
d baseform: A new baseform is added to a lexicon only
alignment cost 1 to any other word’s baseforms (already
nt in the lexicon or another candidate variant) is above a
n threshold. The alignment cost is computed like the edit
ce, where ���� ��, ���� �� and ���� ��, are the cost for

particular substitution, insertion and deletion, respectively.

5. Recognition Experiments
Test data

eport recognition results on two internal test sets, both
mar-based. The first one consists of 30k telephony-band
nces (146k words) from 416 speakers belonging to all ma-
S geographies and gender-balanced. The test set is parti-

into nine subtasks, each one corresponding to a finite
grammar. The complexity of the grammars ranges from
boolean, digits) to medium (e-mail commands: 100-word
ulary), to high (name dialer: 23k words).
he second test set consists of 38k wide-band utterances
words) from 172 speakers collected in a car moving at
s speeds. Typical grammars are: addresses, phone num-
r command and control.

Baseline system

recognition system used with test set 1 is speaker-
endent, 11-phone context, with LDA and MLLT front-end,
60k Gaussians.
he recognition system for test set 2 has been detailed in
t is a speaker independent, with 3-phone word internal con-
sing 13-dimensional cepstra plus deltas and delta-deltas,
aussian system.

he decoding strategy is straight Viterbi, using rank-based
vation probabilities and fast Gaussian evaluation.

Comparison results

Telephony test set (vocabulary size: 30453 words)
Bsln Uncons. Constr. Both

ds w/ addtl bsf 5564 15838 15867
/word ratio 1.75 2.04 2.44 2.70

ER 3.76 3.66 3.47 3.47
ER 12.07 11.77 11.24 11.26

Embedded test set (vocabulary size: 1514 words)
Bsln Uncons. Constr. Both

ds w/ addtl bsf 837 803 1015
/word ratio 1.77 2.86 2.77 3.65

ER 2.81 2.15 2.23 2.14
ER 7.57 6.49 6.91 6.53

1: Lexicon sizes and recognition results for telephony and
dded test sets

ur definition of ������ does not qualify as a distance.



We decoded the two test sets with four different lexicons.
The first one is our expert-written baseline. The second adds
to the baseline the baseforms automatically generated from un-
constrained phonetic decoding of the training data (section 2.1).
The third adds the baseforms generated from constrained pho-
netic decoding (section 2.2). The fourth adds the baseforms
originating from both the constrained and unconstrained pho-
netic decodings. We built pronunciation networks separately
for the two test sets (telephony and embedded), from their re-
spective training sets. From the networks, we generated at most
three baseforms per word, that we filtered as described in sec-
tion 4. There is only partial overlap between the training and
testing vocabularies, and we pointed out that our baseforms gen-
eration procedure may fail when there are not enough examples.
For those two reasons, only a fraction of the test vocabularies
could been augmented with new baseforms. The exact num-
ber of affected words are given in table 1, along with the total
baseform-to-word ratio. Table 1 summarizes the recognition
performance of the four lexicons. On the telephony test set, the
reduction in error rate (up to 6% in word error rate and 7% in
sentence error rate) appears to be proportional to the number of
words that are given a new baseform. The constrained phonetic
decoding technique clearly succeeded in increasing that num-
ber.

On the embedded side, both phonetic decoding methods
yield new baseforms for approximately the same number of
words. The unconstrained decoding gives the largest gain (23%
reduction in WER error rate and 14% reduction in SER). There
are several possible reasons for this. One is the relatively small
size of the vocabulary, that reduces the risk of confusion be-
tween baseforms even when they are allowed to deviate signif-
icantly from the canonical pronunciation. Or our test data may
simply contain more spontaneous speech than what our baseline
lexicon can account for.

To gain a better understanding of the results, we analyzed
the best results we obtained on each test set. For every word
that was recognized incorrectly with the baseline lexicon but
correctly with the augmented lexicon, we noted which baseform
was on the Viterbi path. Tables 2 and 3 list the most frequent
“winning baseforms”, along with the nearest baseline one on
the telephony data and the embedded data, respectively. In both
cases, the new baseforms seem to capture spontaneous speech
effects, as well as fill some gaps in the baseline lexicon.

Spelling Learned Baseline
SEVENTY S EH V AX N IY S EH V AX N T IY
ZERO Z EH R OW Z IH R OW
ZHANG Z AE NG ZH AE NG
VASQUEZ V AE S K W EH Z V AE S K EH Z
REPEAT R IX P IY R IX P IY TD

Table 2: Examples of baseforms learned from constrained de-
codings on telephony data.

6. Conclusions and Perspectives
We have shown that effective pronunciation models can be auto-
matically learned from acoustic data. Recognition accuracy on
two large and realistic test sets was significantly improved when
trained baseforms were added to the expert-written baseforms.
Our results suggest that some topics deserve deeper analysis.
Two related questions are: how to decide on the number of pro-
nunciation variants to include, and how to select them in order
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elling Learned Baseline
AL D AW L D AY AX L

T IX T UW
OM F AX M F R AA M
SEUM M IY Z IY EH M M Y UW Z IY AX M
ST M OW S M OW S TD
UTE R UW DD R UW TD
ITH S M EH TD S M IH TH
AT HH W AH HH W AH TD
ATE S T EY S T EY TD
F AO L F AO F
IVE D R AY DD D R AY V
ARTER K W AO R AXR K W AO DX AXR
PITOL K AE P AX AX L K AE P AX DX AX L

3: Examples of baseforms learned from unconstrained
ings on embedded data.

id baseform confusion.
e experimented with some utilization of spelling infor-

n and language identification to help phonetic recognition
ce more consistent sequences. We believe that combin-
e best available spelling-to-phoneme algorithms with pho-
decoding would allow us to generate expert-quality pro-
ations (and not just pronunciation variants), from just a
raining samples. If it were the case, collecting specific
tic data may be a viable alternative to handcrafting base-
, when new applications are deployed, or when new words
ded to a vocabulary in large numbers.
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